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Take your geographic in-
formation system (GIS) for
a spin around the block. It’s
easy. Sit at your computer,
which you have loaded
with GIS software, and call
up on the monitor a street
map of Greater Boston. Su-
perimpose on it a second
map showing the house-
hold incomes of the citi-
zenry. Those with the best
dental work are in the sub-
urbs, struggling scholars in
Cambridge, the poor in the
inner city. Add a third layer
of census ethnicity infor-
mation. All these data are
public and readily available.
Top it o≠ with lines and
dots showing Massachu-
setts Bay Transportation
Authority bus routes and
subway stations. Almost
everyone is near a stop ex-
cept in one big chunk of the
city south of downtown.
Your multilayered map will
reveal to you what you
might not have otherwise
perceived, that the poorest,
blackest Bostonians, in
Roxbury and Dorchester,
the ones least able to a≠ord
cars, are the least well served by public transportation. 

“That’s an easy demonstration of GIS,” says Peter K. Bol, Cars-
well professor of East Asian languages and civilizations. “Another
is to look at high-voltage electricity lines and higher cancer rates
and see that they don’t go together. A college student could easily
learn to do this in a course on GIS and figure out the answers to all
sorts of questions, which may have to do with the distribution of
populations in 1102 in China, something I’m working on at the mo-
ment, or very contemporary problems in the world we live in. If
you wonder what happens when the polar ice caps melt and ocean
levels rise, GIS can show you within minutes just how much of the

coast will be inundated if
you raise the water level by
two feet.

“After we see the new
coastline, we can look at
population,” Bol continues.
“How many million people
are going to have to move?
How much infrastructure
is going to disappear? En-
abling people to use GIS, to
have it as part of their intel-
lectual toolkit for under-
standing the world around
them, is a very important
thing.”

That is one of the goals of
the University’s new Cen-
ter for Geographic Analy-
sis, established with the
support of the provost ear-
lier this year and launched
ceremoniously at a gather-
ing on May 5. The occasion
was heralded as a conse-
quential reversal, the re-
turn of geography to a 
University that in 1948 
had shocked academe by
dumping its geography
program (see page 47).
President James B. Conant,
a chemist, said then that
the subject had no place

within a university curriculum. “That is the past,” said President
Lawrence H. Summers on May 5. “Geography is a very di≠erent
field today, and it is increasingly at the center of a very wide range
of intellectual concerns.”

The new center is housed at the Institute for Quantitative So-
cial Science in the north building of the spi≠y terracotta-and-
glass quarters of the Center for Government and International
Studies on Cambridge Street (go to www.gis.harvard.edu/icb/-
icb.do). Its a≠airs are overseen by an eight-person faculty steer-
ing committee composed of GIS pioneers in the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences and the Division of Engineering and Applied Sci-
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ences, the Graduate School of Design, and the Harvard School of
Public Health. One of them, the first director of this hotspot of
high-tech geospatial analysis, is Bol, an historian who has spent
most of his intellectual time in medieval China.

“Things exist in time and space,” Bol says. “Historians have
been very good on temporal change. We haven’t been good on
spatial variation. 

“Think of a chronology as the basic tool of historians. If you
were to do a chronology of the past 20 years in the United States,
you’d probably focus on presiden-
tial leadership and the Congress,
longer-term economic trends, and
things like that. But if you were to
cut across the picture at any one
moment, you would think of gov-
ernment as quite dispersed; it’s not
only what happens in Washington,
it’s the state governments and
local governments. Economic ac-
tivity is stronger in certain areas
than in others. Incomes are distrib-

uted unequally by regions and within regions and among groups
of people. Pollution, climate, water resources—all these things
vary spatially.”

So does the inside of the brain or the inside of the earth. An es-
timated 80 percent of all data has a spatial component, says Bol,
and it is a component that has been largely neglected. Spatial
analysis is a way of thinking—about how things are distributed
and about the relationships among things. 

A map is the basic tool of a geographer, and a map and a
chronology have a peculiar similarity: both are false. “A chronol-

THE CHINA HISTORICAL GIS

The project maps aspects of Chinese history from 222 B.C.E to 1911 C.E. This map concerns Liangzhe
province in 1077. The background shows population density, the colored circles represent the tax 
quotas for commercial tax collection offices. “By 1077, in contrast to earlier periods,” explains Peter
Bol, Carswell professor of East Asian languages and civilizations, “the hierarchy of economic central
places, as represented by the tax quotas, no longer corresponded to the hierarchy of administrative
central places—the counties and, above them, the prefectures. This was a sign that a commercial revo-
lution was taking place, because the economy was no longer being subordinated to the administrative
system. Some non-administrative towns have more economic activity than their county seats, some
county seats are more active than the seats of the prefectures to which they belong. If this can be
extended to all of China—and it can be, since we have the figures—we will be on the way to showing
how economic activity was distributed and where the important trade routes were.”
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ogy picks out what’s important in terms of what’s going to hap-
pen later, and misrepresents actual things by picking out certain
things as worthy of attention. It’s a scaled representation where
the scale is always false,” says Bol. “The map is also a representa-
tion, of the spatial arrangement of things, and any map, to be use-
ful, also is false. On a gas-station road map, the roads are not rep-
resented to scale. If they were, you wouldn’t be able to see them.”  

One problem with that gas-station map is that you have to
take it on faith. You don’t know where the data that went into it
came from or how accurate they are. A geographic information
system lets you disaggregate all the kinds of data you might have
on a map, ask what the precise sources of that information are,
and then choose which data to represent. Making and using a
map require judgment and interpretation.

“I happened to have some very large data sets for medieval
China of persons who passed the civil-service examinations, en-
tered government, and held higher o∞ce,” says Bol about his own
use of GIS in research. “I can show on a GIS map that from the
eleventh to the thirteenth century, the geographic distribution of
high o∞cials narrows. In the eleventh century, most areas have
some representation in government. But by the thirteenth cen-
tury, there are only three places producing most of the o∞cials,
and government is dominated—just as it is about to fall to the
Mongols—by three regional elites. That is not something I knew
before I made the map.” 

There’s more to geotech than GIS—specifically, there are data
gathered by remote sensing from satellites and aircraft and by
global positioning systems (GPS), the devices some of us have in
our automobiles to tell us exactly how lost we are. A team of re-
searchers at the School of Public Health has used wearable GPS
units attached to members of the public to measure to what ex-
tent community trails and paths contribute to the promotion
and maintenance of physical activity. Professor of biology Brian
Farrell, who heads a team from the Museum of Comparative Zo-
ology that is mapping the insect biodiversity of Hispaniola, has
his field researchers keep GPS units in their backpacks so that
they can determine and record precisely where in the cloud for-
est they met a particular beetle (see “Brian Farrell in Bugdom,”
September-October 2003, page 66). Paul Cote, “geographic data
wrangler” at the design school, has o≠ered a course there in re-
mote sensing. He has also demonstrated that there’s more to GIS
than flat-looking maps. For instance, he has made three-dimen-
sional topographic maps of downtown Boston (with video tours
in which the viewer flies among and around the buildings) and
shown in an animation that the Ei≠el Tower could be moved to
fit nicely into Government Center Plaza.

Users testify that GIS is not only a technology for displaying
information, but an instrument of discovery. Here’s evidence
from two other historians who have latched onto GIS.

Professor of history Jill Lepore writes in the appendix of her
recent book, New York Burning: Liberty, Slavery, and Conspiracy in Eigh-
teenth-Century Manhattan (see “Witness to Violence,” September-
October 2005, page 42), that she began her research by construct-
ing a three-part database that included a list of city residents, a
detailed coding of events from a trial that was central to her
story, and an inventory of buildings, streets, and meeting places
in the city. “With [these] data in hand, I then reconstructed the
city spatially, using GIS mapping. My initial aim was to detect

patterns in the conspiracy, the fires, the confessions, and the tri-
als that were otherwise unobservable….As it turned out, I did
discover important patterns, many of which informed my argu-
ment….But reconstructing the city proved as much an end itself
as a means to another end. The database took me to the streets; it
introduced me to the people and places of eighteenth-century
New York. When I set about to write, I found myself referring to
my database constantly: how long did it take to walk from
Hogg’s to Hughson’s; what kind of people lived on Broadway;
how many coopers worked in the West Ward? The database
helped shape and refine my argument but also it helped me to
understand the city.”

Michael McCormick, Goelet professor of medieval history,
speaks of a more distant era. “I was making a GIS map of com-
munication networks to go with a paper I’d written, and I began
by writing a legend  describing what the map was about. I had to
rewrite the legend three times because as I made the map of com-
munications microzones and local ceramic distribution in

AIR TRAVEL AND 

PANDEMIC CONTROL

Influenza epidemics often begin in the New York City area, as shown
by the red area in the map on top, built of data from 122 cities for
the five years prior to September 11, 2001. Because of reduced flying
activity around New York City after 9/11, the 2001-2002 influenza
epidemic began in the Midwest, as shown below. That season was also
characterized by slower spread and a later national peak. Says
instructor in pediatrics John Brownstein, of the Children’s Hospital
Informatics Program at the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences
and Technology, and lead author of a just-published paper about this
research, “For the first time, we’ve been able to show—using real
data—that air travel spreads the flu, suggesting that reducing the number
of air passengers might ameliorate a flu pandemic.”
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Three days before Harvard’s launch of
the Center for Geographic Analysis, Na-
tional Geographic News released the re-
sults of a survey of geographic literacy in
young adults in the United States. Its find-
ings were not startling. “Take Iraq, for ex-
ample,” read the report. “Despite nearly
constant news coverage since the war
there began in 2003, 63 percent of Ameri-
cans aged 18 to 24 failed to correctly locate
the country on a map of the Middle East.
Seventy percent could not find Iran or 
Israel. Nine in ten couldn’t find Afghan-
istan on a map of Asia.” (How about you,
reader?) David Rutherford, a specialist in
geography education at the National Geographic Society in
Washington, was quoted as saying, “Young Americans just don’t
seem to have much interest in the world outside of the United
States.” That may change, for an economic reason if none other.

In 1947, when Marland P. Billings, professor of geology at
Harvard, launched an attack on its geography program, he
touched o≠ what the Crimson called “an academic war.” The deci-
sive battle came a year later, when Provost Paul Buck and
President James B. Conant axed geography, with the president
declaring that “geography is not a university subject.” The late
urban geographer Jean Gottmann (who coined the term mega-
lopolis) in 1982 characterized the defeat as “a terrible blow…to
American geography” and one from which “it has never com-
pletely recovered.” 

Geographer Neil Smith wrote an exhaustive analysis of the war
for the Annals of the Association of American Geographers in 1987, when
he was teaching at Rutgers University. “Oral accounts of the
Harvard a≠air have centered almost exclusively on the character
and actions of several key individuals. It has been widely asserted
that Derwent Whittlesey, who led geography at Harvard in the
1930s and 1940s, was gay and that this was the pivotal issue in the
elimination of the geography department,” wrote Smith.
“Alexander Hamilton Rice, a scoundrel by various accounts, who
funded and headed the university’s Institute for Geographical
Exploration, has also been widely implicated” in its demise. Smith
wrote to lift “a heavy surrounding fog of mythology” from the
matter and to suggest the true reasons why the war was lost.

Geography had been weak at Harvard particularly, although
perhaps one prominent critic went too far when he called the
program an intellectual kindergarten and the Ph.D.s it granted
worthless. More importantly, Smith concluded, the field gener-
ally had weakened itself through “the ambiguity of its own self-
conception.” At Harvard, as elsewhere, geography was taught at
first as part of geology, with the emphasis on hard-science top-
ics such as geomorphology. But the human side of geography
emerged, and parts of the discipline began to be seen as soft—as
social science. A Harvard committee appointed in 1949 to recon-
sider whether dropping geography had been a good thing “was
perplexed,” wrote Smith, “by its inability to extract a clear
definition of the subject, to grasp the substance of geography, or
to determine its boundaries with other disciplines. To the end
the committee saw the field as hopelessly amorphous.”

Moreover, and perhaps most important in
the fight, Buck and Conant wanted to save
money. One fallen soldier opined, “Conant
thinks that he is captain of a sinking ship
[financially] and he is prepared to jettison
anything. Geography was the first good
opportunity.”

Geography would rise from this wreck-
age. The quantitative method of geograph-
ical research began to gain ground after
World War II, and increasingly capable
computers let researchers manipulate and
display burgeoning amounts of new data.
In the Harvard Graduate School of Design’s
Laboratory for Computer Graphics and

Spatial Analysis, founded by Howard T. Fisher, geographers, car-
tographers, artists, mathematicians, and computer savants began
in 1965 to invent a way to make map displays on a computer. Jack
Dangermond, president of Environmental Systems Research In-
stitute, worked there in his student days. “We made maps,” he
recalls, “on very funny output devices like line printers, which
would do alphanumeric overprinting of characters in order to
create gray tones for thematic displays of such things as popula-
tion density, soil composition, and vegetation.” Nicholas R.
Chrisman, now professor of geomatics sciences at the Université
Laval in Quebec City, worked in this frontier lab from 1972 to
1982. He believes that the place was key to the development of
GIS and spatial analysis, as he writes in his new book, Charting the
Unknown: How Computer Mapping at Harvard Became GIS (ESRI Press),
which comes with a CD containing three short films, video inter-
views, and more.

Key, too, were the swelling power of computers and their
shrinking price. “Ten years ago,” says Wendy Guan, director of
GIS (geographic information system) research services at the
Center for Geographic Analysis, “just about any GIS would
require a much-heavier-than-average workstation to operate on.
Today, just about any decent PC can run GIS software with rea-
sonable speed. Some even runs on cell phones.”

“Today, as in the mid-20th century, the academic discipline of
geography appears to be under threat” at locales as disparate as
the United Kingdom and India, wrote Nigel Waters last year in
“What Can GIS Do to Save Geography?” on geoplace.com. He sees
the discipline still “hopelessly divided between its physical and
human branches.” But the professor of geography at the Uni-
versity of Calgary hears this gong of hope: “GIS is recognized as
providing academic geography with an essential requirement for
its survival: a marketable skill.”  

“Geotech, nanotech, and biotech are the fastest growing fields
in technology,” says historian Peter Bol, director of the Center for
Geographic Analysis. “The U.S. government has undertaken mas-
sive hiring of people with GIS expertise. Central Intelligence
Agency sta≠ told me they had been ordered to double their
geospatial-analysis capabilities within a year.” 

Waters recounts that veteran Foreign Service o∞cer Carleton
S. Coon Jr., at the fiftieth reunion of his Harvard class of 1948,
o≠ered what he called “a single pearl of wisdom” at a symposium
on foreign policy: “Reinstitute geography at Harvard!”

Geographers 
See Death, 

Birth,
and Job

Prospects
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Byzantine Galilee and Judaea, I kept
discovering relationships among the
data that I had not noticed before.”

McCormick, who will teach “The
Fall of the Roman Empire” next spring,
is now making a series of 50 maps with
an underlying GIS architecture for that
course. One or two maps, for instance,
will spotlight the fate of the city of
Trier, in Germany: home of the Celtic
Treveri tribe; conquered by the Romans
in the first century b.c. and founded as a
city by Augustus; attacked by barbar-
ians and rebuilt in the third century; a
capital of the Roman Empire in the
fourth century; finally abandoned by
the Romans in the early fifth century, to
be sacked and captured by the Franks
and possibly the Huns, before ending
up as a medieval archbishop’s town.
The maps will show what’s going on in
Trier in this century or that, as well as
abundant information about the em-
pire’s changing borders, trade routes,
settlements, natural conditions, and so
on. McCormick will build databases
keyed to his 50 maps, so that a student
can hit a button to see all the ship-
wrecks of the fourth century, for in-
stance, or watch short videos made by
their professor of monuments, excavations, and other sights in
Rome, Constantinople, Milan. He hopes that the new maps will
show his students how historians can use GIS as an analytical tool
to help understand the avalanche of new information bearing on
the Roman Empire coming in from written sources, archaeology,
and the natural sciences. And he o≠ers this pedagogical observa-
tion: “Our undergraduates today are certainly as smart as they
used to be, but they are now more visually aware than students 

20 years ago. They are
quicker to get into visual
material than texts.”

McCormick is sup-
ported in this project by
the sta≠ of the Harvard
Map Collection, housed
in Pusey Library and
repository of more than
half a million maps (see
http://hcl.harvard.edu/-
libraries/#hmc). David
Cobb, its head, “has been
very helpful digging out
relevant historical maps,
and he is a whiz at digi-
tizing them,” says Mc-
Cormick. In preparation
for his class, the role of 
the professional sta≠ at 
the Center for Geograph-

ic Analysis will be to search for, evaluate, and obtain data layers,
such as digital elevation models or satellite images, from both pub-
lic and commercial sources; to manage data-conversion contracts
with external service providers who will massage the data in vari-
ous ways to make it suitable for GIS use; to design a database
structure for organizing the spatial data; to prepare training mate-
rials and deliver the training to the research assistants who will
enter data into the database and maintain the database in the long
term; to design and build a dynamic data-viewing and -mapping
tool that can be downloaded from the course website and run on
personal computers without network or license constraints; and
to provide instruction to students on how to use that tool. Thus
equipped and instructed, McCormick’s students will be able to do
GIS work on their own, and make their own discoveries about
that “great historical enigma, the fall of Rome.” 

But what about other undergraduates? “The fact of the matter is
that in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences we have no formal GIS
curriculum, zilch,” said Bol last spring. “The problem is very seri-
ous.” Wendy Guan, director of GIS research services at the center,
says that five courses are needed to grasp the field fully: in GIS and
computer cartography, in remote sensing, in both introductory
and advanced GIS, and in spatial analysis.

The problem for students who just want to put a bit of GIS in
their intellectual toolkit eased on September 1 when the govern-
ment department appointed Harvard’s first preceptor in GIS:
Sumeeta Srinivasan. The center conducted the job search and
found Srinivasan in the Division of Engineering and Applied Sci-
ences, where as a postdoctoral research associate she taught a
course on the spatial analysis of environmental and social systems,

Wendy Guan and Peter Bol
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a course with a good deal of quantitative content and some fairly
sti≠ mathematical expectations. The first time she taught it, in
the spring of 2005, she had only one undergraduate among her
students, Lee Murray ’06, who won Harvard’s Howard T. Fisher
Prize in Geographical Information Science for a class project,
“Spatial Analysis of Redistricting of Congressional Districts in
New York State Following the 2000 Census.” In 2006 Srinivasan
had nine undergraduates in class and one of them, Frances C.
Moore ’06, won the Fisher Prize for “A Spatial Analysis of the
Causal Factors of Nepal’s Maoist Insurgency.” 

This fall Srinivasan is teaching a less mathematically daunting
introduction to GIS and its applications in both the social sci-
ences and environmental sciences. It is one of the prerequisites
for her spatial analysis and modeling course in the spring. In the
spring she will also o≠er an advanced GIS workshop in which
students can explore some aspect of GIS in depth and do a se-
mester-long project. She plans a three-week intensive introduc-
tion-to-GIS workshop to be taught in January in the Longwood
Medical Area; it will feed into spatial-statistics course o≠erings
at the School of Public Health.

Guan has a staff of two GIS specialists full time and one GIS
applications engineer, who splits his time between the center
and the University Library. “Two types of projects come to us,”
she says. “Those like Mike McCormick’s, in which a scholar un-
derstands the possibilities of GIS but lacks the equipment or
time to do what’s wanted with it, and those in which a scholar
says, ‘I’m doing this research. How can you help?’” “People in lots
of disciplines are starting to recognize that there’s something

going on with geospatial analysis that’s important,” says Bol. “If
they have grant money available for a project, the center will
charge for its services. If not, we won’t.”

“Getting the data is often the most challenging step in a pro-
ject,” says Guan. “Collecting quality, precise data can be so hard
that some researchers become discouraged.” But the center itself
is collecting and disseminating spatial data sets from diverse
sources inside and outside of Harvard. That is a critical part of
its mission. Some are public goods and free, shared by govern-
ment agencies through the Web. Some come from third-party
vendors who repackage raw data, add some value, and resell
them. The University maintains a marvelous data source, the
Harvard Geospatial Library. It keeps and catalogs data sets, so
far numbering in the thousands (and many more will come to it,
from the center and elsewhere). Go to “other libraries” on the
University Libraries website (http://lib.harvard.edu/) for a look.
Bewildered newcomers to the site should head at once to the
“general help” menu. “The volume of data in the world is increas-
ing exponentially, its price dropping linearly,” says Guan. “Just
think of the number of satellites circling the globe.” 

Yes, think of those satellites, many equipped with cameras cap-
turing plain or fancy images of the earth. Jason Ur, assistant pro-
fessor of anthropology, has used declassified intelligence-satellite
imagery, in a GIS framework, to reconstruct state-sponsored irri-
gation systems in the Assyrian heartland from 702 to 681 b.c.

Joseph A. Greene, assistant director of the Semitic Museum, is
considering deploying what he calls a “slightly theoretical” tech-
nology that uses low-level aerial scanning—from helicopters,
say—in wavelengths other than visible light, to detect ancient

UNEMPLOYMENT

RATES IN 

GERMANY

Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln, assis-
tant professor of economics,
joined forces with Rima Izem,
assistant professor of statistics,
and with the help of the
Center for Geographic Analysis
undertook a spatial analysis of
unemployment rates in
Germany. Their goal is to
explain the stubbornly low
labor productivity in the for-
mer East Germany, and their
findings could have public-poli-
cy implications. The project is
a work in progress. The map at
far left shows the sharp break
in unemployment rates at the
former East-West border; the
unemployment rate in the
West is about half that in the
East, even after reunification.
The simulated unemployment
rates are based on a model
developed by Fuchs-Schündeln
and Izem that explains the gap
in unemployment rates by dif-
ferences in job characteristics
and workers' skills in East and
West. The model shows the
effects of individuals’ commut-
ing behavior between counties. 
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structures now covered by vegetation. “The data come back as
numbers that are processed into pictures. The scans tell you
where to look first. You spot something and go onto the ground
and, yes, it’s a road and it was built by the Romans.” 

So far, there’s been more talk than action at Harvard about using
remote-sensing data in research, but, says Guan, “there are many
ideas.” She is a seasoned user of remote-sensing and GPS data. Born
in China, she became interested in the facts of geography as a child.
But when she went to college—when the government, for the first
time after the Cultural Revolution, allowed students to take an ex-
amination and, based on their scores, go on to college—she studied
biology. “There were still remnants of political censorship, and 
geography was classified as a state-secret-related major,” she says.
“I wasn’t trustworthy enough to study geography.” 

When China opened its door, Guan emigrated to Canada,
where she studied the geography of recreational resources in On-
tario at Trent University and got a master’s degree. She went on

to earn a Ph.D. at the Uni-
versity of Georgia in the late
1980s in an interdisciplinary
program in forestry, eco-
nomics, and geography. Her
dissertation was on water-
quality modeling with GIS.
Her first job was at a gov-
ernment agency in Florida,
using GIS applications in
Everglades restoration, land
and natural-resource man-
agement, and regulatory
programs. Then she migrat-
ed to Seattle to work for the
Weyerhaeuser Corporation,
an international forest-
products company. As part
of the forestry technology

team, she managed GIS, remote-sensing, and GPS technology to
keep track of the company’s trees—were they diseased? were
they drought-stressed?—to regulate the fertilization plan, to plot
helicopter routes, and much else. Black boxes containing GPS
units mounted in the logging trucks promoted e∞ciency. (They
also allowed headquarters to see whether a truck was speeding,
which didn’t sit well with all drivers, but there was a potential
upside to the technology as far as they were concerned: if a truck
showed up on a head-o∞ce monitor as motionless for two hours
on a remote dirt road, trouble could be deduced and help dis-
patched.) Data from remote sensing and global positioning sys-
tems feed into GIS, the core technology. Harvard scholars mired
on a dirt road with such data will often require the analytical help
of trustworthy specialists.  

Guan and colleagues, jointly with the Harvard University
Center for the Environment, will host a public workshop later
this fall to showcase research at Harvard that uses remote sens-
ing and to provide a high level, up-to-date overview of the tech-
nology and its applications.

Alongside its other responsibilities, the center hopes to
advance the field of GIS and spatial analysis intellectually. For

MAXIMIZING THE BENEFITS OF 

URBAN BUS RETROFITS

Urban buses belch unhealthful fine particulate matter, and installing
diesel particulate filters is a common retrofit considered by transit
authorities. Susan L. Greco, a doctoral student in environmental health
at the Harvard School of Public Health, and colleagues did a case study
of 25 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority bus routes and
determined the “intake fraction”—an expression of the emissions-to-
public exposure relationship—for all road segments in the Boston area.
They imagined that funds were available to retrofit only half the buses
and compared the public-health benefits of retrofitting half the buses
on each route to the benefits of retrofitting the same number of buses
but exclusively those on the high-intake-fraction routes. The latter
course of action increased net benefits by 77 percent.

Intake fraction per road 
segment

Bus routes considered 
for retrofits

Fraction of total exposure within
200 meters of the midpoint of

each road

Jack Dangermond
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starters, Bol and his colleagues have proposed that the Univer-
sity raise the money for two professorships, one in the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences and one at the design school, to bring to
the University persons with a strong background in geographic
information science, with broad vision, who are likely to see
ways in which geographic information can be relevant in many
disciplines and provide a platform for tying interdisciplinary
knowledge together. Word is awaited on the realization of that
initiative.

Jack Dangermond, M.L.A. ’69, of Redlands, California, was on
hand for the center’s launch and spoke there. Trained as a land-
scape architect, he came to Harvard originally to earn his mas-
ter’s degree, but spent most of his time working in the design
school’s Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis,
founded by Howard T. Fisher, a geographer and mathematical
cartographer. Dangermond’s wife, Laura, worked there, too. The
lab was in the process of inventing the very first computer map
displays. He and Laura, full of youthful enthusiasm to do good,
took what they had learned back to California and founded the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), an infant

nonprofit firm that applied the new computer-mapping tech-
niques learned at Harvard to the analysis of such things as air
pollution. ESRI morphed into a booming business, the leading
provider of GIS software to business, government, and educa-
tion. Jack Dangermond remains its influential president. About
140,000 organizations use the company’s tools as their founda-
tion for building and applying geographic knowledge. The Dan-
germonds made a gift of all ESRI’s software to the University, so
that academics could get access to the technology easily. He also
provided the initial endowment for the Fisher Prize.

“GIS is becoming pervasive as an information infrastructure for
managing geography,” he said in an interview. “As we increasingly
a≠ect the planet, the human footprint becomes bigger and more
invasive, and we gradually are moving into a role of managing the
world, instead of being participants in a natural world. We are
going to have to take more responsibility for all the processes of
geography—water, climate, the forests, those natural aspects of
the landscape that persist. When we weave the various GIS sys-
tems together into a kind of nervous system for the planet, we will
see and increasingly participate in its evolution. Now GIS brings
geography back to Harvard. It left for unfortunate reasons, and
that was a big loss to Harvard and to academic geography in gen-
eral because it signaled that geography was a fading science. Now
it returns, not as a traditional place-based geography—where is
Nigeria?—but as a science of the planet, modeling our world as a
whole, its processes, and their relationships.”

Christopher Reed is executive editor of this magazine.

THE RECORD OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

Political scientists have known that local context affects political 
behavior, but the detailed information needed to test hypotheses about
this relationship has heretofore been unavailable. This project, managed
by the Harvard government department, presents data on election
returns, and socioeconomic summaries and demographic measures of
the public from the 1990 census, for every state in the country. Shown
here are four thematic maps of Cleveland generated from this data.
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